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New HeinOnline Database: Water Rights & Resources
A comprehensive collection available for an affordable, one-time payment.
September 2022. HeinOnline, a product of William S. Hein & Co., Inc., is pleased to announce the
release of its newest database, Water Rights & Resources, at a time when access to clean, quality water
is becoming increasingly difficult for many Americans. This highly editorialized and affordable collection
is dedicated to helping users understand the complex interplay of state and federal laws governing
water. It includes nearly 3,000 titles, more than 600,000 pages, and 16 brand-new subjects, including
Dams and Hydropower, Drinking Water, Drought and Water Scarcity, Flood and Flood Control, Water
Supply, and more.
This database will be offered to all institutions and organizations for a one-time purchase of $495.00.
For more information, visit https://home.heinonline.org/content/water-rights-and-resources/.

About the Database
For those of us who take for granted the ready availability of water flowing from our taps, the concept
of water rights may seem strange or confusing. Water rights refers to the right of a user to access water
from a particular source. It is one facet of the complex network of water laws that address a multitude
of facets over water at both the state and federal level. In the United States, water law focuses on both
water use and protection.
HeinOnline’s Water Rights & Resources is an affordable, comprehensive, and timely collection that is
dedicated to understanding the complex interplay of state and federal laws that govern all aspects of
water in society, from municipal use to restoring its pristine condition. Collecting congressional
documents, books, legislative histories on major legislation, and Supreme Court briefs on related cases,
this database touches on a wide range of water issues, including irrigation, hydropower, riparian rights,
water conservation, drinking water quality, and tribal water rights, encompassing the unique water
rights issues that span from the Eastern seaboard to the Great Lakes and across the arid West. In the

face of so much uncertainty, water rights and how to use our water resources becomes even more vital
to understand.
This database is:
• Highly editorialized
• An access point for most-relevant and cited articles
• A timely resource
• 100% subject-coded
• Inclusive of hundreds of related books

•
•
•
•

Incredibly affordable
Updated regularly
A home for thousands of relevant
government documents
Available for a one-time payment—no
subscription required

About HeinOnline
HeinOnline is a premier online research database that provides comprehensive coverage from inception
of more than 3,000 multidisciplinary periodicals, essential government documents, international treaties
and trials, case law, and much more. Composed of image-based PDFs and available at an affordable
price, the wealth of material allows academic institutions, government agencies, law firms, court
systems, corporations, and other organizations access to authoritative, true-to-print digital material
without the hassle or cost of using multiple research databases. Furthermore, subscriptions to
HeinOnline consistently increase in value without added cost as HeinOnline adds daily, weekly, and
monthly content while continuously incorporating new artificial intelligence tools for easier research.
More information about HeinOnline is available here: home.heinonline.org.

About William S. Hein & Co., Inc.
William S. Hein & Co., Inc. is a leading publishing company that has been serving the law library
community for 100 years. Hein is a highly respected publisher of original legal publications, a major
reprinter of legal classics and out-of-print United States Government Printing Office documents, and the
world’s largest distributor of legal periodicals. Over the past few years, the company has expanded its
services into academic, public, government, and corporate libraries, becoming one of the world’s
leading multidisciplinary publishers. More information about William S. Hein & Co., Inc. is available here:
wshein.com.

